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GSU celebrates Earth Day 2007 
Jr V 
CENTENNIAL 
19 0 6-2006 
Georgia Southern 
Environmental 
Activism in 1970s 
Editor's note: GSU celebrated its 
100th anniversary in December. 
Each Thursday The George-Anne 
Daily highlights something from 
our past. 
ByCasey Altman 
Features editor 
In the 1970s the planet was hurt- 
ing. Her rivers caught fire and entire 
cities were hidden under clouds of 
smoke. It was a time when people 
didn't think twice before throwing 
bags of trash out car windows. It was 
also time for a movement that aimed 
to clean up the world to begin. 
In 1970 the Environmental Pro- 
tection.Agency was born, according 
to epa.gov. This was the same year 
the Clean Air Act was passed. Two 
years later the Clean Water Act was 
passed. Some people were ready to 
clean up their acts. 
Environmental concern resonat- 
ed through the nation and through 
the pages of the George-Anne. Staff 
writers like Howard Thrower wrote 
about their own concerns relat- 
ing to pollution. Thrower was The 
George-Anne's first environmental 
columnist. He began writing his 
column in November of 1970. Some 
of the headlines were "Man! Get 
wise - pollution is killing" and "Can 
the Cans." 
His columns asked students to 
pay attention to what litter and other 
pollution was doing to the environ- 
ment. In his column "How long?" 
Thrower asked students to consider 
the problem of waste disposal in 
Statesboro. He said, "Sit down and 
listen! Our population is increasing 
more rapidly than new discoveries 
and inventions can save us." 
On April 22,1970, the first Earth 
Day was celebrated by more than 20 
million people across the nation, 
according to epa.gov. The Student Al- 
liance for a Green Earth was founded 
at Georgia Southern in 2000. The first 
president was Brooke Brandenberg, 
who is now the director of Keep 
Bulloch Beautiful. SAGE won the 
"Student Organization of the Year 
Award" that same year. 
For the first Earth Day celebrated 
at GSU, SAGE gathered bags full of 
recyclable material they found in 
trashcans, according to the SAGE 
Webpage at georgiasouthern.edu. 
SAGE members rummaged 
through campus garbage cans for 
several days prior to Earth Day to re- 
move all of the aluminum and plastic 
beverage containers. They stacked the 
bags into a mound outside the Russell 
Union. They called the mound the 
Recyclable Mountain. 
"\ Jf 
Campus events scheduled 
for Earth Day Celebration 
Brian Prusa/STAFF 
Assistant Professor of art Bryan Petersen crafts flower-shaped pins out of tin cans at ArtsFest. 
Art from trash 
Event encourages creative recycling 
Work with some of Statesboro's best artists 
and common recyclable materials to make a 
unique piece of art. 
The event will take place today at the Russell 
Union Rotunda from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. as part 
of Georgia Southern's Earth Day celebrations. 
Local artists Tom Amettis and Donny Humes 
will be present to help students as they sculpt their 
reused materials into one-of-a-kind art pieces. 
Bryan Petersen, who teaches in GSU's art 
department, will be making flower pins from 
tin cans and art from bottle caps, while the local 
artists will be working on two-dimensional pieces 
and sculptures. 
By Juliet Macdonald 
Staff writer 
Earth Day will be celebrated by the 
Student Alliance for a Green Earth with 
a number of activities at the Russell 
Union Rotunda today. 
The festivities will take place from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
"We'll have a lot of neat things out 
there, as well as a lot of environmental 
organizations like the Sierra Club and 
some local animals from the Raptor 
Center," said SAGE president William 
Russell. 
Ever wonder what you could do to 
help the environment? "Thisyear's Earth 
Day will focus a great deal on education 
. and tips on greener living, especially for 
students," said Russell. 
"Earth Day on April 22 is all about 
treading lightly on the planet, from con- 
serving energy and resources to buying 
foods that are produced and harvested 
in an ecologically responsible way," said 
Kathie Smith on toledoblade.com. 
SAGE thought it would be better to 
hold Earth Day events on Thursday so 
more people could participate. 
The first Earth Day started back in 
1970. Twenty million people took part 
in the first Earth Day, according to the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
"It was on that day that Americans 
made it clear that they understood 
and were deeply concerned over the 
deterioration of our environment 
and the mindless dissipation of our 
resources," said U.S. Senator Gaylord 
Nelson, founder of Earth Day, in the 
EPA Journal. 
The first Earth Day has led to the 
creation of the the passage of the Clean 
Air, Clean Water, and Endangered Spe- 
cies Act as well as the EPA. 
There will be several events going 
on during the celebration. 
"We're going to have a guy bring 
out his modified Mercedes-Benz that 
runs completely off of vegetable oil. He 
made all of the modifications himself," 
said Russell. 
According to PlanetPals, people 
at home use more than one-third of 
all energy. 
To find out what your ecological 
footprint is you can visit www.earthday. 
net/footprint. 
Earth Day is Sunday, but 
GSU is celebrating the day 
with lots of events today! 
Thursday, April 19 
Art From Trash 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Russell Union Rotunda 
Art From Found Objects 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Henderson Library 
Wine, Moonlight & Magnolias 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.' 
Botanical Garden 
Amid the splendor of spring- 
time at the Garden, enjoy fine 
wines, heavy hors d'oeuvres, a 
live and silent auction, and live 
music. 
For ticket information, call 
912-871-1149 or visit http:// 
welcome.georgiasouthern. 
edu/garden. 
Recycle your old 
gym shoes! 
Learn more about 
the importance of 
your old sneakers on 
page 4 
Scholar Under Siege makes its debut Friday 
ByAmyMclntyre 
Assistant news editor 
'A Scholar Under Siege,' an opera composed 
by Georgia Southern music professor, Dr. 
Michael Braz, makes it world debut Friday eve- 
ning in the Performing Arts Center. The opera 
brings to the stage events that occurred in the 
late 1930s centered on Georgia Southern. 
"About three years ago, GSU was looking 
for a way to mark the school's centennial, and I 
hadthisidea. Itwentthroughseveralcommit- 
tees, as well as President Grube, for approval, 
and everyone was very excited about the idea 
of bringing Dr. Marvin Pittman's story to the 
stage," said Braz. 
According to Braz, Marvin Pittman, who 
was then president of what was then South 
Georgia Teachers College, was removed from 
the school by Georgia governor Eugene Tal- 
madge for his support of improving interracial 
relations. Braz described Talmadge as being 
of the traditional southern stock who was a 
strong supporter of segregation. 
Braz said he worked for three years on the 
opera and put the play in the hands of Sarah 
Hancock, a GSU music instructor, who has 
produced and directed the opera. Braz said he 
is very satisfied with the level of commitment 
the students and faculty have put into bringing 
the grand-scale opera to life. 
"I am very excited about the opportunity 
to be involved in the opera," said Hancock. 
"Most of the time, you perform pieces that 
were written a long time ago, and you rely on 
previous performances of the piece to draw 
from. We are doing this all firsthand, and it 
has been challenging, but we also have Dr. 
Braz there to turn to and say, 'Hey, how did 
you want this done?" 
Hancock said that Dr. Pittman was a 
very honorable man, but she said that stand 
out character of the play is definitely Gov. 
Talmadge. 
"He was just an extremely colorful char- 
acter. The opera is all very true to life, and to 
see SCHOLAR, page 5 
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Daniel Flanders/STAFF 
Jake Taylor and Christie Carmichael pick up trash during the Great American Cleanup event, Saturday, 
April 14,2007, which is an event sponsored by Keep Bulloch Beautiful. 
Make a difference for the Earth 
Compiled by staff 
With Earth Day coming up 
Sunday, April 22, it is important 
to remember what people can do 
to help make sure the world stays 
clean, vibrant and healthy. 
Even though it is very impor- 
tant to collect recycling and drop 
it off at designated centers, there 
is more to it than that. 
By recycling, it promotes a 
more conservation and environ- 
mentally aware world. ' 
Last Saturday, April 14, was 
The Great American Clean-Up, 
which is sponsored in Bulloch 
County by the local organization 
Keep Bulloch Beautiful. 
The event has people from 
the community, permanent 
or otherwise, pick up trash at 
designated areas throughout the 
county. It is also sponsored by 
area merchants. 
Keep Bulloch Beautiful was 
founded in 2000 and is made up of 
four committees: litter, recycling, 
beautification and education. 
A key part of the group's 
vitatility is the support that they 
receive through volunteers and 
community members. 
For more information about 
Keep Bulloch Beautiful or to find 
out how you can help throughout 
the community, go to www.keep- 
' bullochbeautiful.org 
WVGS launches alumni Web site 
GSU News Service 
Georgia Southern s campus radio 
station, WVGS 91.9, has launched 
the WVGS Alumni Portal at www. 
wvgsalumni.com for alumni who 
have worked at the station to stay in 
touch and find out what the station 
is doing currently. 
"The site helps build alumni 
support, but more importantly, it's 
a great way to keep in touch with 
friends from the station who have 
graduated and moved away," said 
Miguel Fuller, station manager. 
The site was created because 
current student broadcasters of the 
station wanted a way to stay in touch 
after graduation. 
It is open to any alumnus that 
has donated time to WVGS since 
its beginning in 1974. 
"I am impressed with the num- 
ber of alumni that have already 
signed up," said site creator Andrew 
Hodges. 
Members of the Alumni Portal 
can share experiences from WVGS 
by contacting members, sending 
messages, posting and viewing pic- 
tures of the station over the years, 
and submitting news. 
For more information on WVGS 
or the Alumni Portal, contact Jake 
Crawley at mcrawlel@georgia- 
southern.edu. 
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Attorney Troy Marsh! 
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office in the Russell union room 2017 
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Take care of mind, body and soul 
College campuses see rise in mental health issues 
By Kendal Duresky 
Staff writer 
Colleges all over the United States 
have been seeing a rise in students 
with mental health issues. 
The most frequently diagnosed 
mental illness in college aged patients 
is anxiety. Anxiety disorders refer 
to a spectrum of illnesses 
characterized by worry 
and fear, which includes 
obsessive-compulsive 
disorder (OCD), panic 
disorder, posttraumatic 
stress disorders, as well 
as phobias. 
According to anxiety- 
connection.com, heading off 
to college and the separation 
from a student's family 
can present difficulties 
and this is the time 
of life when mental 
health problems tend 
to emerge. 
"Everyone has anxiety, just some 
people deal with it better than others," 
said staff counselor Keith Arnett, "In 
Special Photo 
today's society there is so much more 
to be anxious about and it has become 
a real issue, we aren't as resilient as 
we once were." 
The first step to diagnosing anxi- 
ety is to go to the counseling center 
and have an evaluation to determine 
the level of anxiety. 
From there it is suggested to work 
with a professional therapist 
and come up with a treat- 
ment plan. 
Treatment plans can 
consist of therapy, uti- 
lizing the resources 
on campus, for ex- 
ample, the academ- 
ic success center or 
the RAC and work- 
shops. Medication is 
sometimes prescribed 
for anxiety; however, 
it is not the first form of 
treatment. 
Georgia Southern offers many 
on-campus outreach programs for 
students who are suffering from 
anxiety. 
"I get anxious about school and 
relationships," said GSU alumus Ja- 
mie Meyer, "Every now and then my 
anxiety gets extreme and I needed a 
way to fix it." 
Meyer attends anxiety workshops 
that help her deal with stress and 
improve her behavioral skills. 
The workshops are open to ev- 
eryone, free of charge, and highly 
recommended. For more informa- 
tion on anxiety or mental health 
issue contact the counseling center 
at 912-681-5541. 
Tips for coping with 
stress 
• Listen to music 
• Take deep breaths 
• Spend time with family 
and friends 
• Get at least eight hours 
of sleep 
•Try to exercise at least 
three times a week 
New COST advisory board named 
GSU News Service 
The Allen E. Paulson College of 
Science and Technology (COST) 
at Georgia Southern has named 
eight new members to its advisory 
board. 
The Science and Technology 
Advisory Board's mission is to 
enhance the relationship between 
COST and its constituent com- 
munities, which include business, 
industry and government and non- 
government organizations. 
The new members of the board 
are: Jeff Boyd, director, Curtis 
and Elizabeth Anderson Cancer 
Institute, and vice president for 
research and laboratory science, 
Memorial Health University Medi- 
cal Center. 
Also, Jimmy Christopher, site 
manager, process technologies, 
BASF The Chemical Company, 
Stephen Gay, pharmacist,' The 
Prescription Shop; Jerry Grissom, 
plant manager, Georgia Power 
Plant Kraft.' 
Other include Charles S. Marra, 
vice president, Ashmore Concrete 
Contractors Inc, Bob Randall, vice 
president of operations, Viracon, 
Steve Soltis, director of leadership 
communications, the Coca-Cola 
Company, and Rob Wolz, director 
of preliminary design, Gulfstream 
Aerospace. 
COST includes the departments 
of biology; chemistry; construction 
management and civil engineering 
technology; geology and geogra- 
phy; mathematical sciences; me- 
chanical engineering and electrical 
engineering technology; military 
science; and physics 
The Science and Technology 
Advisory Board's primary role is to 
provide advice, expertise and sup- 
port to theGOST dean and faculty 
on internal and external matters 
in order to help the college fulfill 
its mission and meet the changing 
needs of the state. 
For more information on COST, 
visit http://cost.georgiasouthern. 
edu or call 912-681-5111. 
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BE DROPPE 
* New Attend an 
ce Policy for Rrst Day of Class * 
Students not attending the first day of class will 
be automatically dropped from the class* This 
new policy is being piloted for Summer 2007 
Term A and Summer Term B courses. The 
policy will be frilly implemented for Fall 2007. 
Students enrolling for Summer 2007 or Fall 2007 
should review the new policy and be aware of its 
implications. 
® Further information regarding the policy and 
its implementation can be found at the 
following link: htm tmkn :iasmah&rn.ed»f 
O Frequently asked questions may be found at: 
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Virginia Tech gunman sends 
chilling video to MSNBC 
By Lisa Anderson 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Days before he massacred 32 
people at Virginia Tech and took 
his own life, Cho Seung Hui con- 
cocted a vicious and meticulous 
multimedia plan for how he hoped 
to be remembered. 
He got his wish Wednesday 
night. 
Chillingly, according to a U.S. 
Postal Service time stamp, Cho 
mailed a package of documents 
and images to NBC News in New 
York during a two-hour break in his 
shooting spree Monday morning. 
NBC News Wednesday evening 
released some of the 27 videos and 
43 photographs that accompanied 
an 1,800-word screed of hate and re- 
sentment that "NB C Nightly News" 
anchor Brian Williams described 
as a "multimedia manifesto" from 
a "uniquely sick mind." 
While the material doesn't 
contain any images from Monday s 
shootings, Williams said much of 
it is too graphic to be shown on 
television. In addition, a more de- 
tailed picture emerged Wednesday 
of Cho's mental health record and 
run-ins with campus police and 
teachers, indications that there were 
many signs that he was headed for 
trouble. 
The George - 
Anne Daily 
is looking for as- 
sistant editorsfor 
next semester. 
Please contact 
us at gaeditor@ 
georgiasouth- 
ern.edu if your 
are interested. 
Documents uncovered by ABC 
News showed that in December 
2005, a Virginia magistrate had 
deemed Cho mentally ill, in need 
of hospitalization and "an imminent 
danger" to himself and others. 
After NBC employees opened 
the posted package from Cho on 
Wednesday morning, the network 
swiftly turned over the original 
material to FBI agents in New 
York, said NBC News president 
Steve Capus in an interview given 
to MSNBC.com. He characterized 
the material, which NBC made 
copies of for itself, as "disturbing, 
very angry, profanity-laced." 
Much of the material contains 
rants against Christianity, the rich 
and the hedonistic lifestyle of his fel- 
low students, mocking their interest 
in things like "golden necklaces" 
and vodka. 
Apparently made over six days 
before the massacre, according to 
electronic time stamps, the videos 
show Cho with vacant, glassy eyes 
and no affect to his soffvoice. 
At another point, he observes, 
"You had 100 billion chances and 
ways to have avoided today, but 
you decided to spill my blood. You 
forced me into a corner and gave me 
only one option. The decision was 
yours. Now, you have blood on your 
hands that will never wash off." 
Scholar 
from page 1 
watch this very flamboyant and 
wicked man come to life from the 
pages of history is interesting," said 
Hancock. 
Hancock said student Pedro 
Carreras, who plays Talmadge in 
the play, has done a lot in research- 
ing Talmadge, and she is very 
pleased with where he has taken 
the character. 
The orchestra for A Scholar 
Under Siege' is made up of profes- 
sionals from around Georgia. GSU 
students make up a Dixie band that 
appears in the opera, and many 
GSU students are performing in 
the production 
The world debut of A S cholar Un- 
der Siege' is April 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
Additional performances will be 
held Sat. and Sun. at 7:30 p.m. and 
3 p.m. respectively. 
Admission for adults is $10. 
WHOSE HOUSE? 
OUR HOUSE! 
A      6*      A      it      T      t*       E      INI      T      S 
1818 Chandler Road, Statesboro, GA 30458 
Whatr'A Scholar 
Under Seige' 
When: Friday, April 
[20 7:30 p.m. 
I I 
Where: Performing 
Arts Center 
I   •■■.' 
| Cost: Admission for 
(adults is $10 
You're Invited!" 
Off-Campus Housing Fair 
Wed, 4/25 4-7pm 
at Retrievers! 
Prizes, FR8 Food £ Prinks! 
a^^. ©ife 
llMiii 
'Restrictions Apply 
• Individual Leases • 24-Hour Fitness Center 
' Game Room/Computer Lab • On-Site Management 
• Sand Volleyball • Planned Social Activities 
• Sparkling Swimming Pool • Basketball Court 
(SaOD TT®GDS£7 1] =#§»§1 =®p*£ 
FKK Poolside WiFi Internet 
— TWO LOCATIONS — 
Statesboro Mall 
764-6924 
Main Street Village 
871-4962 
\iftftmtfo@agD@gfe^ 
24 oz. Praf t 
domestic *2 • Import *$ 
Rouble Wells ♦; 
Jager Bombs *$ 
Kami Kaze $1 
Monday: 
Ig. Cheese Pizza *$ 
Tuesday: 
20£ Off Food Items With Student I.R 
Wednesday: 
25? Wings with purchase of any beverage 
& SPIRITS 
LIVE MUSIC 
4-20-07 
JASON "LEFTY" WILLIAMS 
4-24-07 
DUBCONSCIOUS ;*;:?,.- 
7 1 1 S. MAIN STREET '(912)681-1221* DlNE-IN, TAKEOUT, DELIVERY * FOOD SERVED TIL CLOSE 
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/W|$ieUY$$TATE$BORO 
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CALENDAR 
Thursday, April 19,2007 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Earth Day 
Russell Union rotunda 
8 a.m.- 10 a.m. 
Greek appreciation breakfast 
Russell Union ballroom 
5 p.m. - 6: 30 p.m. 
Make - a - wish 
Russell Union 2043 
6 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Volunteer banquet 
Russell Union ballroom 
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
African student meeting 
Russell Union 2075 
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Poetry troupe 
Russell Union 2048 
8 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
VT candlelight vigil 
Russell Union rotunda 
Friday, April 20,2007 
6 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
COBA awards banquet 
Nessmith Lane ballroom 
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
A Scholar Under Siege 
Performing Arts Center 
POLICE BEAT 
04-17-2007 
•John Robert Martin, 19, of 
Eagle Village, was charged 
with minor in possession/ 
consumption of alcohol, 
criminal trespass and pos- 
session of false I.D. 
•An X-Box was taken from 
Eagle Village. 
•Five textbooks were taken 
from the Biology Building. 
Special Photo 
Students can now help reduce waste by dropping off their old tennis 
shoes at recycling bins available around campus. 
Recycle your gym 
shoes at the RAC 
By Christina Hess 
Staff Writer 
Instead of throwing your old 
gym shoes in the trash, recycle 
them. Drop-off bins can be found 
at the RAC and in many residence 
halls. 
Volunteer Services and the Well- 
ness Council are heading up this 
environmental effort for the month 
of April. According to Wellness 
Council member Angie Peden, both 
campus organizations were inspired 
by Nike's Reuse-A-Shoe program 
and wanted to get Georgia southern 
and Statesboro involved. 
"After we collect the shoes in 
Statesboro, we'll send them to the 
Nike Reuse-A-Shoe program," said 
Peden. 
Nike will then convert the worn 
out shoes to basketball courts, 
athletics fields, running tracks, 
or the likes for undeserved com- 
munities. 
"Nike recycles any brand of shoe. 
This is such an easy way for students 
to help decrease wastes in landfills," 
said Peden. 
According to Campus Recre- 
ation and Intramurals Assistant Di- 
rector Angie Frederick, the RAC is a 
perfect location to collect the shoes. 
"CRI is committed to promoting 
healthy lifestyle choice's, which 
includes making environmental 
friendly decisions such as reusing 
and recycling," said Frederick. 
In conjunction with recycling 
gym shoes, Volunteer Services and 
the Wellness Council will be spon- 
soring "Sneaker Shoot-Out" today 
at 7 p.m. at the RAC. According 
to Peden, students will have the 
opportunity to win a free 30-minute 
CRI Massage, t-shirts and Athlete's 
Foot prizes. All participants have to 
do is make a basket using one of the 
shoes collected from the recycling 
bins. "Even if you didn't have any 
shoes to contribute you can still 
come out tonight, make a basket and 
win something," said Peden. 
"My shoes were falling apart 
and I knew I was going to buying 
a new pair. Why not support a 
good cause? It just makes sense to 
recycle them," said undergraduate 
Leslee Clark. 
For more information visit www. 
georgiasouthern.edu/wellness 
Professor authors 'Computer Forensics' 
GSU News Service 
Computer security expert Robert 
Newman says the average person has no 
idea how much information is available 
about him or her in cyberspace or how 
to prevent that information from being 
used against them. 
Newman, a lecturer of information 
systems at Georgia Southern, said his 
concerns about the increase of Internet 
predators and computer scammers 
prompted him to author the new refer- 
ence book "Computer Forensics - Evi- 
dence Collection and Management." 
"My goal is to educate others about 
computer security," said Newman. 
"Numerous crimes are committed us- 
ing computers and other electronic 
devices such as cell phones and digital 
cameras. The public needs to be aware 
of how cybercriminals operate and first 
responders have to know what evidence 
to look for in order to bring these digital 
predators and scammers to justice. 
A certified Information Security 
Systems Professional, Newman has more 
than 38 years of experience in computer 
technology. 
Special Photo 
Newman uses everyday language to provide information related to cyber 
crime, e-commerce and other activities that exploit digital devices. 
Tips to Keep Your Kid Cyber Safe 
• Set up a master account for online services in your name. Do not give the password to your children. 
■ Keep the computer in a common room to better monitor their usage. 
• Learn the latest Internet language and abbreviation. 
> Do not let them post names, address, phone numbers or school names on social networking sites. 
■ DiscUss with your child how to handle certain situations, like if a stranger contacted them, ahead of time. 
■ Use blocking software and other Internet filters to control your child's access to certain Web sites. 
• Watch out for file attachments on e-mails; if unsure of the sender - delete them. 
Undergraduates present research 
By Keisha Byars 
Staff Writer 
Psi Chi, a national honor society 
in Psychology, and Georgia South- 
ern are sponsoring the Psychology 
Undergraduate Research Conference 
Sat., April 21 from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in 
the Carroll building. 
"This is a great opportunity for 
undergraduate students to share their 
research studies with other students 
and faculty members from around the 
region," said Kathy Wiegand, assistant 
psychology professor and co-advisor 
of Psi Chi. 
The conference will also feature 
keynote speaker, Scott Lilienfeld, a 
clinical psychologist from Emory 
University. 
Wiegand stresses the benefits that 
GSU students will experience after 
attending the conference. 
"The conference will encourage 
the professional development of all 
students as they see the results of oth- 
ers and become informed of the great 
opportunities that the department has 
to offer," said Wiegand. 
The conference is free and open 
to the public. Free lunch will al so be 
provided. For more information, call 
912-486-7282.' 
Premier Management Group 
Presents 
Brand New 4 Bedroom 4.5 Bath Townhom^s 
1976 Square Feet 
Hardwood floors, Tile kiteJien/Jjath 
Stainless steel appliances w/ washer and dryer 
Individual leases 
Media center with 42" plasma tv 
Rent includes water, deluxe cable, 
Wireless internet, trash pickup, etc. 
Rents starting ati $42$ per bedroom 
Space is limited!!!! 
Premier Management Group 
1201 Br amp ton Avenue 
Inside Coldwell Banker Tanner Realty 
(Turn onto Merchants Way right 
across from McAllister's Deli,) 
Statesboro, Georgia 30458 
(912) 489-4432 
Specializing in individual houses, 
townhomes, duplexes, 
and commercial leases. 
Let us find your next "home away from home"! 
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NATIONAL NEWS 
VT shooter Cho was declared 
an imminent danger in 2005 
McOatchy Newspapers 
He made overtures so unwel- 
come to young women that their 
ultimate rejections had to be deliv- 
ered by the campus police. 
They in turn were troubled 
enough to send him to a mental 
health facility after a court mag- 
istrate declared him "mentally 
ill" and "an imminent danger" to 
himself or others. 
That was in 2005. 
But as disturbing details began 
to pile up about the demented Vir- 
ginia Tech student responsible for 
unprecedented carnage on Mon- 
day, police struggled with some of 
the most perplexing questions of 
all: How did ChoSeung-Hui choose 
his 32 victims, and why did he pick 
the buildings and rooms where he 
sprayed bullets? 
"We are not aware of any con- 
nections with any of the victims 
at this point in time," said Col. W. 
Steven Flaherty, superintendent of 
the Virginia State Police. "There is 
no connection we are aware of..." 
Authorities might have gotten 
important clues later Wednesday, 
when NBC News discovered that 
it had received a packet from 
Cho containing images and "a 
lengthy diatribe." MSNBC posted 
a photo of a man it said was Cho 
with outstretched arms and a gun 
in each hand. 
On its evening newscast, it 
showed images of Cho posing with 
guns and a hammer. 
Video footage revealed Cho 
declaring that the deadly outcome 
wasn't inevitable, but "you forced 
me into a corner." 
"Now you will have blood on 
your hands that will never wash oft? 
he said. It was unclear to whom he 
was directing his comments. 
The network reported that the 
package was postmarked just after 
9 a.m. EDT Monday, which would 
have been after the first two fatal 
shootings and before the second 
set involving 30 murders. It was 
sent overnight, but a wrong zip 
code delayed it. 
With no surveillance cameras 
near the crime scenes, police have 
been unable to determine where 
Cho was during the gap in time. 
The material also included 
video files of Cho ranting about 
hating the "wealthy." The network 
said it turned everything over to 
the FBI. 
Past problems 
Virginia Tech gunman,Cho Seung-Hui, had been confronted 
by police and professors in 2005: 
Fgll 2005   Professor Nikki Giovanni's creative writing class drops 
from 70 to seyen students because of Cho's unsettling behavior 
• Giovanni threatens to resign if Cho 
is not removed from her class 
• Professor Lucinda Roy offers 
one-on-one teaching, has code 
word with her assistant to call 
police if she felt threatened by 
Cho; encourages him to seek 
counseling 
Nov. 27,2005   Police called 
when female student becomes 
concerned with calls and e-mails; 
Cho referred to a judiciary office, 
no charges filed 
Dec. 13,2005   At request of another 
female student, police meet with Cho 
and ask him not to contact female again 
friend of Cho's contacts campus police 
saying he seemed suicidal 
•Temporary detention order obtained 
and Cho is taken to local mental health 
facility off campus for evaluation 
Dec. 2005  Virginia district court found Cho 
to be "mentally ill" and an "imminent danger to others" 
• Cho taken to Carilion St. Albans Behavioral Health Center 
in Radford, Va. for an unknown amount of time 
Source: The Washington Post, ABC News, McClatchy Washington Bureau 
Graphic: Melina Yingling, Lee Hulteng © 2007 MCT 
NEWS OF THE WEIRD 
From Universal Press Syndicate 
Great art! 
• British performance artist lanThorley, working on 
grants from several local councils, did a week's stint on 
an Ashington street in October, stepping onto and off of 
a doormat while wearing a badge identifying him as a 
government doormat tester. 
Christmas madness 
• In November, the upscale New York City menswear 
and accessories store Jack Spade removed from its holiday 
catalog a $40 frog-dissection kit (with a real carcass) after 
numerous queries from people wondering what in the 
world the store was thinking. 
I know my rights! 
• The North Carolina Court of Appeals overturned 
the cocaine-possession conviction of Timothy Stone in 
September, ruling that a search of his person was uncon- 
stitutional even though he had given police permission. 
The judges agreed with Stone that when he consented, he 
never expected that the search would include the officers 
holding out the waistband of his sweatpants and shining a 
flashlight on his genitals (which is where he happened to 
be hiding a small container of cocaine). 
Unintended consequences 
•The"Berkeley Pit"in Butte, Mont., is the nation's larg- 
est environmental-disaster site, with 40 billion gallons of 
highly toxic copper-mine waste that the federal govern- 
ment has long feared too expensive to clean up. How- 
ever, Montana Tech researchers, writing in the Journal of 
Organic Chemistry in July, have found more than 160 types 
of "extremophiles" (organisms that thrive in toxicity) in the 
pit and have demonstrated that some are effective against 
lung and ovarian cancers. 
NATIONAL NEWS 
Bush, Democrats to confer on Iraq war funds AT THE 
IRAQ FUNDING 
House and Senate bills compared 
President Bush has threatened to veto the House and Senate Iraq 
war funding bills because they both contain troop pullout deadlines. 
Sen How the bills compare: 
%%      Senate bill Provision        House bill     peiWM 
$96 billion 
Pullout to begin within 120 days 
of bill's enactment; nonbinding 
goal to complete redeployment by 
March 31,2008 
To conduct counterterrorism 
missions, train Iraqi forces 
To enact oil revenue sharing 
plan, disarm militias, amend Iraqi 
constitution, deploy trained 
forces to stabilize Baghdad 
About $20 billion for pandemic flu 
protection, defense health 
programs, agricultural assistance 
Source: AP, MCT Photo Service 
Funds for wars in 
Iraq, Afghanistan 
Deadline for 
combat troop 
pullout from Iraq 
$96 billion 
Pullout to begin by March 2008; 
redeployment to be completed within 
180 days; if Bush can't certify Iraqis 
are making progress on reducing 
violence, pullout must begin July 1 
U.S. troops that 
can stay in Iraq 
To conduct counterterrorism 
missions, train Iraqi forces 
Call to the Iraqi 
government Not included 
Domestic 
spending 
About $20 billion for pandemic flu 
protection, defense health 
programs, agricultural assistance 
Graphic: Melina Yingling 
McClatchy Newspapers 
After clashing for weeks, President 
Bush and congressional Democratic 
leaders will sit down in private to see 
whether compromise is possible on the 
next steps in funding the war. 
The meeting will come at a time 
when U.S. losses are high. April could 
be one of the deadliest months of the 
war, with at least 58 service members 
killed so far as of Monday. 
In public on Monday, the president 
and Senate Majority Leader Harry 
Reid, D-Nev., took hard bargaining 
positions on whether the United 
States should declare the beginning 
of a military withdrawal as part of the 
latest war-funding legislation. 
Democrats also were trying to 
work out differences between the 
House of Representatives and Senate 
versions of the war-spending bill so 
that they can get it to the president s 
desk within two weeks. 
BUSINESS 
House examines economics of organic farming 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Lawmakers are giving organic 
farmers more respect these days. 
Manuel Vieira hopes that translates 
into more tangible help, as well. 
Vieira grows yams and sweet 
potatoes organically near the Merced 
County town of Livingston, Calif. He 
speaks English with the accent of his 
native Azores Islands. He wants Con- 
gress to seriously step up its organic 
investments. 
"I would like to see more (atten- 
tion) from the Congress, from the gov- 
ernment, paid to the people like myself 
who are trying to have better food, and 
a better life," Vieira said Wednesday. 
And then he made history. 
Vieira joined other farmers in 
what was billed as the first-ever House 
hearing solely devoted to the subject of 
organic agriculture. For the first time, 
a congressional subcommittee has 
the words "organic agriculture" in its 
name, and lawmakers are recognizing 
that the $14.5 billion-a-year industry 
is not simply a fringe player. 
"This broad acceptance and per- 
ception of quality is a far cry from 
where organic food was 20 years 
ago," said Rep. Dennis Cardoza, D- 
Calif. "It once was the domain of ugly 
broccoli, dried-up apples and wormy 
tomatoes." 
Cardoza chairs the House sub- 
committee on horticulture and 
organic agriculture. That gives him 
a potentially big say in writing this 
year's farm bill. 
|^omen Helping Wone/) 
Tte fferpsfii Trill fer Wsmsrc 
k Hsfpii Will Sill 
For wmen age 1S-S0 without oral or genital herpes 
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against 
herpes. 
Participants receive: 
• Free screening for herpes 
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A 
• Financial compensation for time and travel 
For more information, contact: 
Medical College of Georgia 
706-721-2535 
877-643-1414 (toll-free) 
womens health@mcg.edu 
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov 
GSU study participants 
will be seen at the GSU 
Health Center 
This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes. 
QUICK, WHAT'S NEW 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Bush warns Sudan to end violence in Darfur 
President Bush warned Sudan 
Wednesday that it has one last chance 
to end the violence in Darfur before the 
United States imposes strict economic 
sanctions and weighs other options. 
Bush's threat, delivered at Washing- 
ton's Holocaust Museum, comes amidst 
mixed signals by Sudanese President 
Mar Hassan al-Bashir. 
He now says he has no objections 
to a large United Nations and African 
Union peacekeeping force in Darfur, 
but is reported to be shipping arms and 
military supplies to the region. 
Sen. Boxer prepares global warming Web site 
Want to know how you can help cut 
global warming? Sen. Barbara Boxer is 
here to help. 
The California Democrat, chair of 
the Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee, announced at a 
National Press Club speech Wednesday 
that she has prepared a committee Web 
site to help you determine how big of 
a polluter you are, and to provide tips 
on how you can reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions. 
Ruling upholds ban on partial-birth abortion 
The U.S. Supreme Court handed 
conservatives a long-sought victory 
to.day, upholding a nationwide ban on 
a medical procedure opponents call 
"partial-birth abortion." 
The 5-4 ruling said the federal abor- 
tion ban signed into law by President 
Bush in 2003 does not violate womens 
constitutional right to terminate a 
pregnancy. 
STATEMENT 
OF OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne Daily is the 
official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU stud- 
ents and utilizing the facilities 
provided by GSU. The newspaper 
is the oldest continuously 
published newspaper in Bulloch 
County and Statesboro, Ga.The 
newspaper is a designated public 
forum for the Georgia Southern 
University community. The ideas 
expressed herein are those of the 
editor or the individual authors 
and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the Student Media 
Advisory Board, the adminis- 
tration, the faculty and staff of 
Georgia Southern University, or 
the University System of Georgia. 
The George-Anne is published 
four times weekly (Monday- 
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) 
during most of the academic year 
and six times during summers. 
Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor 
at by phone at 912/681 -5246 or 
faxat912/486-7ll3. 
Readers may access the newspa- 
per and its archives staff by visit- 
ing our web site at http://www. 
gadaily.com. 
SUPPORT 
The G-A is funded primarily 
through revenue from 
advertisements placed in the 
paper and receives additional, 
support, in part, from the Student 
Activities Budget Committee. 
STUDENTS BEWARE 
The G-A screens all advertise- 
ments prior to publication.The 
newspaper strives to accept 
ads for legitimate products and 
services only. Students are urged 
to exercise caution when replying 
to ads — particularly those which 
require a credit card number, 
other personal information, or 
money in advance of the delivery 
of a product or service. Students 
are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers 
which they might see in an ad. 
Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
FREEBIEINFO 
ALL FREE student and faculty ads 
to be run in the G-A must have 
a NAME, RO. BOX and PHONE 
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if 
they do not have this informa- 
tion. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES 
Room 2023, F. 1. Williams Center. 
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001, 
Georgia Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681- 
5246 (News) or 912/681-5418 
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113 
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser). 
EMAIL DIRECTORY 
Executive Editor 
gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu 
Managing Editor 
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu 
News Editor 
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu 
Advertising 
ads@georgiasouthern.edu or ads 1@ 
georgiasouthern.edu 
ADVERTISING 
The George-Anne reserves the 
right to refuse any advertisement. 
D/SPIAV'/IDDE/IDL/A/E.-Thedead- 
line for reserving space and sub- 
mitting advertising copy is Noon, 
one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
, FOR MORE INFO, rate cards, 
sample publications, contact: 
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Di- 
rector, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@ 
georgiasouthern.edu or ads W 
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Ne- • 
ville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgia- 
southern.edu 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: 
The newspaper makes every 
reasonable effort to present cor- 
rect and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible for proof- 
ing the ad upon publication and 
should notify the newspaper im- 
mediately in the event of an error. 
The newspaper is not responsible 
for any errors in advertisements 
and its liability for adjustments 
is limited to the amount of space 
the error occupied in the ad. Fur- 
ther, the newspaper is not respon- 
sible for any damages caused 
due to an ad's omission from a 
particular edition and its respon- 
sibility solely is to reschedule the 
ad in the next regular edition at 
the regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified 
ads from students, faculty and 
staff must be non-commercial in 
nature and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the sender, 
local address, and phone number. 
No free ads taken via telephone 
- at this price we don't take 
dictation. One free ad per person 
per week. Commercial classified 
are available only from our online 
site at www.gsuads.com. The price 
of commercial ads isS7for200 
characters for line ads. Ads must 
be paid for using a major credit 
card. For classified display ads, 
contact gadass@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Mail subscriptions are not 
available at this time. However, 
readers may visit our web site for 
free access to current and past 
issues. Visit www.stp.georgia- 
southern.edu. It is the goal of the 
newspaper to have its edition 
placed on-line within 24 hours of 
publication. Breaking news will 
be placed on-line as warranted. 
The G-A is distributed free of 
charge on the Georgia Southern 
University campus through 
delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at off-campus sites, 
and in residence halls. 
NOTICE 
Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a room- 
mate or acquaintance, at distribu- 
tion sites. Additional copies are 
50 cents each and are available 
at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of addition- 
al copies from a distribution site 
constitutes theft under Georgia 
law, a misdemeanor offense pun- 
ishable by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have any per- 
son^) who removes more than 
the authorized number of copies 
from distribution sites prosecut- 
ed to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE 
We gratefully acknowledge the 
theft of one of our slogans - 
"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, 
Read by them All"- from Robert 
Williams of the BlackshearTimes. 
Call Bob and he can tell you who 
he stole it from originally. Credit 
for the other - "Covering Campus 
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to 
G-A alum Mike Mills. 
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial 
Ads, Visit... 
http://www.gsuads.com 
...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for 
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising. 
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us 
online at... 
www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php 
You must include your names, address and phone number 
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take 
dictation. 
THURSDAY, APRIl 
CLASSIFIED 
CATEGORIES 
100 Announcements 
110 Auditions 
120 Freebies 
130 Lost & Found 
140 Other Announcements 
200 Buy or Sail 
210 Autos for Sale 
220 Auto Parts for Sale 
230 Bicycles for Sale 
240 Books for Sale 
250 Computers & Software 
260 Miscellanneous for Sale 
270 Motorcycles for Sale 
280 Trades. Barter 
290 Wanted 
07 I THE GEORGE-ANNE DAILY 
300 Employment & Job 
Services 
310 Career & Job Services 
320  Child Care Needed 
330  Child Care Provider 
340  Internships/Volunteer 
350  Jobs/Full Time 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
370  Opportunities/Business 
380  University Work 
390  Wanted Jobs 
400 Housing & Real Estate 
410 Apartments 
420  Lofts & Rooms 
430 Mobile Homes 
440 Real Esate for Sale 
450 Roommates Wanted 
460 Storage & Moving 
Services 
470 Student Housing 
480  Sub Leases 
490 Vacation Rentals 
500 Personals 
500 Personals 
600 Services 
610  Education &Tutoring 
620 Financial Aid/Loans 
630 Legal Services 
640  Resumes/Typing/DTP 
650  Services/Miscellaneous 
700 Travel 
710 Spring Break Travel 
800 Transportation/Rides 
800 Transportation/Rides 
900 Miscellaneous 
910 Pets & Pet Supplies 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Frizzy do 
5 Stitched 
connection 
9 Draw out 
14 Daffy bird? 
15 Senate gofer 
16 Copier brand 
17 Facilitates 
19 Chaplain 
20 Blight on the 
landscape 
21 Delays 
23 Metallic element 
25 Female deer 
26 Two-point score 
30 No big deal 
35 One more time 
36 Small silvery 
food fish 
37 Equal score 
38 Pinball violation 
39 Spread on 
40 Nap locale 
41 Unwell 
42 Leghorn location 
43 "Guys and " 
44 Linchpin 
46 Soldier's lodging 
47 Skirt's edge 
48 12/25 
50 In the beginning 
54 Game areas 
59 Dishes 
60 Space traveler 
62 Religious 
principle 
63 Garden 
labyrinth 
64 By way of, 
briefly 
65 Intuit 
66 Word with jacket 
or collar 
67 Careless eater 
• DOWN 
1 Out of the wind 
2 Subtly clever 
3 Early Hitchcock 
movie 
4 Singles 
5 Incorporeal 
' consciousness 
6 Consumed 
7 Grow older 
8 Webwork 
9 Heroic deed 
10 Muffle 
1 
2 3 ■1 1 1: 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 * -.6 
'7 10 19 
20 7\ 72 
26 27 2S 
23 24 7b 
29 ■ 30 31 32 J3 34 
35 ■ 36 aV   '' 
38 ■ 39 ■ 40 
41 H42 aV43 
44 |45 ■46 
55 56 57 58 50 51 52 
47 
b3 
.'.8 ■v.\ 
'•A 
59 60 61 
1 62 63 64 65 66 67 
© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
4/20/07 
11 Pakistani tongue 
12 Part of FDIC 
13 Previous 
partners 
18 13, for a baker 
22 In a weird way 
24 Intricate 
26 Dyeing method 
using wax 
27 Nimble 
28 "When Harry 
Met ''_" 
29 Baby fox 
31 Count (on) 
32 Bikini, for one 
33 Doughboy's 
weapon 
34 Brewer's 
ingredient 
36 Cross over 
39 Tiny particles 
40 Fifth note 
42 Repeat 
43 "Saturday Night 
Fever" craze 
45 Polishes 
46 Lacking 
vegetation 
New Voices. 
New Services, 
New Attitude. 
www.gadaily.com 
There is No Option! 
49 Passover 
cracker 
50 Play parts 
51 "Of _ I Sing" 
52 Huckleberry of 
fiction 
53 Mild    . 
55 Aardvark 
snack 
56 Willie Wonka's 
creator 
57 Continental bill 
58 Torn ticket 
61 Posed 
AKAs 
©2007 PuzzleJunction.com 
The authors below all used pen names - nom de plumes. Can you 
match them up? Good luck. 
Author 
1. EricBlair 
2. Charles Dodgson 
3. Amandine Dupin 
4. Marie-Henri Beyle 
5. Mary Ann Evans 
6. William Sydney Porter 
7. Elizabeth Seaman 
8. Francois-Marie Arouet 
9. Hector Munro 
10. Emile Herzog 
Pen Name 
(a) O. Henry 
(b) Stendhal 
(c) Saki 
(d) Voltaire 
(e) George Sand 
(f) Andre Maurois 
(g) George Orwell 
(h) Nellie Bly 
(i) George Eliot 
(j) Lewis Carroll 
All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast 
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
Lunch - Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Dinner - Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Whitewater Rafting 
Announcements 
100-199 
140 Other 
Announcements 
Blue and White Game Tail- 
gate! Saturday April 21st @ 
11 am in front of Paulson Stadi- 
um. BBQ Plates and a chance 
to win a GSU autographed 
football! 
Sale SUNDAY APRIL22nd!!! 
9 AM until??? Pool table,ping 
pong table, tools, furniture, 
etc.. VERY LOW PRICES! 
113 Valley Circle, SUNDAY 
the 22nd !!!t 
Come support the Communi- 
cation Arts Department at the 
Georgia Southern Blue and 
White Tail Gate. April 21st, 11 
am @ Paulson Stadium!!! 
Reach Georgia Southern stu- 
dents with a publication they 
really read... Over 100,000 
copies of the G-A Daily cir- 
culate each month. For more 
info: ads@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
Buy or Sell 
200-299 
210 Autos for Sale 
1994 Saturn SC2. Fair condi- 
tion. Needs A/C repaired and 
radiator repairs but it runs. 
New Altenator, starter, battery, 
Belt, water hose. Contact Ta- 
sha at (912)332-0553. Please 
leave message with name and 
number if I don't answer. 
2001 JETTA Black with tan 
leather, sunroof, CD, heated 
seats, and much more! $9K 
or Best Offer! Call 912-541- 
0590! 
2002 Ford Focus ZX5. Fun 
to drive & 30 mpg hwy. 5 
speed manual transmission. 
Loaded, including moon 
roof. $6,200. Call Jim at 
(912)617-3443. 
Blue 1996 Geo Prism $ 1600. 
Great on gas, good for local 
jtravel. Want a test drive? 
912-536-5754 
240 Books for Sale 
Taking Chinese? Chinese 
book, CD set (4) and new 
dictionary for $50. E-mail 
me @ meg.yeary,gsu@gmail. 
com if interested. 
250 Computers & 
Software 
E-Mac for $190: great for 
papers and internet 
Partners in Time, Zoo Tycoon 
& Animal Crossing for DS 
$20 each. 
e-mail meg.yeary.gsu® 
gmail.com 
260 Miscellaneous 
 for Sale 
Bedroom suit for sale. Dress- 
er, bed frame (queen or full), 
night stand, and chest of 
drawers. $400 OBO a must 
sell. Please email Justin for 
pictures or call, jhickma3@ 
email.georgiasouthern.edu 
or 229.891.6677 
FURNITURE SALE!!! 
Queen mattress, area rugs, 
wooden and glass coffee 
tables, BBQ. Call 562-477- 
2803  
1 round table & 1 square table 
& lamps for sale. The tables 
measure 42 x30 and I can 
deliver them. For more info 
including what kind of lamps, 
please call 912-678-3179 
Manuaul Engine Hoist for 
Sale. Can lift 1500 pound 
Motor. Call 9125410399. 
Ask for Jay 
ii 
L    D M W M c R O W 1 N G Q D W S Z PA Sound System-. Pyle Pro Audio.Includes2-12" 
B    0 Y W F M Y X T G P Z T E T E X subs, with horns in cabi- nets. 6 channel amplifier 
T   W R T L P M u P N L O T D T V N sound board with equalizer. 
In great shape, only used 
F    N Y D D E T K J T E s R E G A X twice. Perfect for a band or 
acoustic performer. 
R    S F P A D D L E S U 1 K T R W L valued at $800. asking 
O    T D 
Q 
R 
A 
S 
T 
N 
T 
E 
H 
H 
E 
R 
T 
1 
X 
M 
A 
C 
L 
D 
M 
A 
A 
A 
Q 
K 
G 
F 
C 
$500 OBO 
T    R 
Dresser for Sale 
Excellent condition: 16x70, 
H    E G W N E R R P J T A S T R C E six big drawers.... 
R    A N N L G A O E s T M R U Z G R one year old. has matching mirror and I can deliver it. 
E    M W M 1 P E F K A D S E P X M K For more info including 
price, please call 912-678- 
V    C E 
V 
C 
D 
1 
M 
G 
L 
1 
G 
R 
K 
C 
D 
E 
E 
S 
M 
D 
R 
D 
L 
S 
T 
Y 
P 
Z 
L 
R 
R 
3179 
1     T Dresser and night stand for 
sale. 1 owner $200 obo. 
R    F S L P M Q 1 P F T A U R F E P Available May 6th.   Half 
of the payment in advance. 
J     N Q T R J Q 0 R K K Z O E T M R Please call Henry @ 229- 
869-9210. 
L    T K L A S R E V E R A B A Y F N 
For Sale: Dark Blue love 
T    G L H F L L Z Q M T H W M F L K seat, couch & T.V /Ent. 
Center.  All in good con- 
V    P B N T M R W X N C U R R E N T dition! Offer Price! Any 
questions or comments call 
©2007 P izzleJunction com (478)397-8532. 
Magnavox21 inch for sale. 
BOULDERS HELMET RIVER 
TV is only 4 years old and 
comes with two remotes. 
CATAMARAN LIFE JACKET ROPES 
Will deliver if needed, 
asking price is $60.   For 
CUR *ENT 
GER 
PADDLES 
PORTAGE 
ROWING 
SPEED 
more info, please call 912- 
678-3179. 
DAN Don't throw away that 
DOWNSTREAM PUMP STROKE 
junk... turn your trash into 
cash. Trying selling it on- 
EDDY RAFT UPSTREAM 
line and in print with a G-A 
Daily action classified ad. 
FROTH RAPIDS WATER It's free for students. Visit 
www.gadaily.com to find 
GRA 3IENT 
\RDS 
REVERSAL 
RIGGING 
WAVES 
WET SUIT 
out more! 
HAZ, FOR SALE:'Weslo G.30 
Treadmill ($150). In great 
condition; only owned since 
late February 2007. Please 
contact Segioor Joyce at 912- 
681-9308. 
SCHACHT LOOM-15", 4 
HARNESS; PRECISE TEN- 
SION CONTROL, FRONT- 
MOUNTED LEVERS, CAN 
WEAVE 4-SHAFT PATT.; 
MAPLE, PORTABLE. CALL 
JANE ©912-687-2558. 
I have a TI-81 and a TI-83 
for sale. Both are graph- 
ing calculates and the TI-83 
comes with software. $50 for 
theTJ 81/$75 for the TI-83. 
For more info, please call 
912-678-3179. 
Power Acoustik Ov4-600 4 
Channel 70x4 RMS can also 
be bridgeable to a 2 Channel 
Call for Alex for details 478- 
714-1706 
270 Motorcycles for 
 Sate  
2004 Suzuki GS500F for sale. 
Less than 7500 miles. New 
rear brakes in the fall. Comes 
with jacket and two helmets. 
Call 229-444-0340. 
Employment & 
Job Services 
300-399 
320 Child Care 
 Needed 
Summer Child-Care Roswell. 
M, W. F 8:30-5:30. 3 middle 
school boys. Must have car, 
like to swim, play games, 
have fun. Some housework 
included. Nice kids. Mary 
404-932-6329      
Bilingual? I am looking for 
a female to introduce my 
infant to foriegn linguistics. I 
am happy to work with your 
schedule: either a few hours a 
day or one day a week. Baby 
Sitting experience preferred. 
912.601.1111 or christygri- 
ner@yahoo.com 
330 Child Care 
 Provider  
Creative Kids looking for 
part-time childcare provider. 
M-F, 2-6. Experience with 
children preferred. Please 
stop by at 420 N. Cromley Rd. 
Brooklet. 
340 Internships/ 
Volunteer 
Vol unteer at Camp Wannaklot, 
July 21-27, 2007 and help 
kids with bleeding disorders 
have fun at camp. Must be IS 
or older. Contact Kim at 770- 
518-8272, kawilson@hog.org, 
or visit www.hog.org 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
BARTENDING! Up to $250 
a Day. No Experience Nec- 
essary. Training Available. 
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520 
XT 296 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
YOUTH PREVENTION CO- 
ORDINATOR POSITIONS, 
non- Profit organization 
Part time $ 10 per hour, 30 hour 
per week 
Email Resume: amethyst® 
frontiernet.net 
Lifeguard position open this 
Summer at out-door subdivi- 
sion swimming pools. Salary: 
$7.00-$ 10.00 an hour. Go to 
www.bluewhalepoolmanage- 
ment.com and click on Em- 
ployment Help Desk or call 
us@770-893-9017.  
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt 
lifeguards/pool managers. 
Cobb, Dekalb, Kennesaw, 
Woodstock. LGT and CPR 
classes available. Contact: Al- 
lison 770-485-3672, allison® 
nautixpools.com, or online 
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS. 
COM  
Dynamo Pool Management 
and Dynamo Swim School 
are now taking applications for 
immediate openings (indoor 
pools) and Summer 2007 
(indoor and outdoor pools) 
for the following postions: 
Team Leads, Swim Instructors, 
Head Lifeguards, Lifeguards. 
Pay Range $7.50-$11.00/hr. 
Pay depends on experience 
and position. Outdoor Pools: 
Dekalb, Forsyth, Gwinnett, 
North Fulton counties. In- 
door Pools: Alpharetta, 
Chamblee, Dunwoody. No 
experience necessary. Train- 
ing provided at nominal cost. 
Now interviewing. Contacts: 
Donna Mclntosh.770772- 
6789 xl4, donna® dynamo- 
swimschool.com for indoor 
pool instructors;Devon Fer,- 
ry,7707726789 xl8, devon® 
ferry.net for outdoor team leads 
and swim instructors;Mike 
Cotter,770-458-9422 xll, 
dynamopm@earthlink.net for 
outdoor head lifeguards and 
lifguards. 
Now Hiring!!! 119 Chops is 
Siatesboro's newest concept 
in upscale casual dining. We 
now need the staff to match 
the quality of our cusine! 
Now hiring for all positions... 
kitchen, servers, bar staff & 
management. Please forward 
your resume or application via 
email to richard_l 19 chops® 
alltel.net or fax to (478) 986- 
9304. You will be contacted 
for an interview. If you need an 
application, email your request 
to the address above, and one 
will be sent back to you. 
380 University Work 
1 Work-Study position avail- 
able for Summer '07, Fall '07, 
and Spring '08 in the Center 
for International Studies - lo- 
cated in the Forest Drive Bdlg. 
Rm. 1313. Contact Angie 
Threatte at 681-0332 or stop 
by. CWS Authorization form 
required. 
Housing & Real 
Estate 
400-499 
410 Apartments 
If you need an apartment, or 
if someone you know needs 
one, OR if someone you know 
knows someone that needs 
one then let me know ASAP! 
I am going to Spain next se- 
mester and need someone to 
sublease. $250 a month rent, 
big room, own bathroom. Will 
have a female roomie. Call 
for more info. 478.390.7365 
Studio apt for sublease in Gar- 
den District. Fully furnished. 
$375 all inclusive: power, 
water, cable, internet. Call 
Mary 478-998-0399 
Tired of roommates? One 
Person Apartment. Down- 
town Area. Perfect for serious 
student. Second floor studio 
loft: rent includes all utili- 
ties, cable with HBO, WiFi, 
washer/dryer. $525/month. 
References required. Contact: 
wgn3@mac.com 
420 Lofts & Rooms 
Room available in huge house 
on Main Street. Pets allowed 
all inclusive for 340. (912) 
541 4809 
Master bedroom w/ private 
bath for rent in Willowbend. 
Rent is $320 plus utilities. 
Call Reid (912)481-0952 for 
more info. 
440 Real Estate for 
 Sale 
Brand New Single Family 
Home for Rent. 3bd/2bt/2gar. 
Home is located in a very nice 
subdivision. Rent starting as 
low as $700.00 a month. Sec- 
tion 8 or Grapha assistance 
accepted. Please contact The 
Invest Trust Company. (321) 
506-4693 or (321) 724-9331 
450 Roommates 
ROOM FOR RENT in 
Burkhalter Plantation 12 
month lease starting August. 
Female. 400 per month Small 
pets allowed, contact 912-713- 
1976 or 912-429-3441 
Looking fora roommate'Try- 
ing to sublease your place? 
Put the G-A Daily to work 
for you. Free classified for 
students in print and online. 
Visit www.gadaily.com for 
information 
Looking for a roommate? Call 
Chris Smith (703)626-1121 or 
Beau Payne (770)312-8875 
Looking for a female to room 
with two nice females for next 
year. 3 bd/2 ba house. You will 
get your own bathroom. Must 
love animals. Rent is $288 plus 
utilities. If you have any ques- 
tions please contact Allison 
770-656-9105 
Roomate needed for a 4 bed- 
room apartment in Campus 
Courtyard. Rent $240 all 
inclusive. Please contact 678 
986 8081 for more informa- 
tion. 
Wanted 2 roommates for fall. 
Large 4 bed 3 bath house, 
hardwood floors, modern 
appliences, pets allowed, 
$400 a month w/utilities, An- 
drew@404-457-0041 
Roomate needed for 3 bed/ 2 
bath house w/ washer & dryer, 
a/c, all kitchen appliances. 
Front porch and fenced yard. 
$260 + 1/3 utilities. 2 min 
to GSU. 
Female 2 live w/2 girls-1 
NEVERhome,& 1 cat. Wants: 
Jr/Sr, neat, quiet, studious. NO 
SMOKING/DRUGS! Eagle's 
Landing w/ private bath. ALi 
770-519-3185 
Female looking for an apart- 
ment to sublease for Part B 
of Summer Session. Will 
stay with female or male 
roomate. Please call Katrina 
at (706)284-7233. Please leave 
a message if not answered 
and I will immediately get 
back to you. 
Two female roommates need- 
ed starting Fall 07. House 
with a pool off of Gentilly. 
One female roommate so far. 
Call Sarah (478)318-0306 
QUIET FEMALE SENIOR 
looking to rent/sublease an 
AFFORDABLE apartment, 
duplex, or room in a house 
for FALL 2007 SEMESTER, 
ONLY!!! I will be graduting 
in December! I am pet & 
smoke free! Open to living 
with male(s) or female(s)!!! 
PLEASE EMAIL ME at uga- 
bldawg@yahoo.com! 
1 am looking for roommates 
for fall lease. 4 bedroom, 
2 bath house with a large 
fenced in backyard. Large 
livingroom, den w/ pooltable. 
229-425-6296 
2 female roommates needed 
for summer! 3 br/2 bth. Clean, 
big backyard, garage. Quiet 
neighborhood $375/month 
plus utilities. Call Amanda @ 
706-975-9458 
  —_  
Covering the Web Like a Swarm of Electrons.,. 
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Sudoku To play: Complete the grid so that every row, column and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing 
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Need roomate 3bed/2bath 
house. $260 + 1/3 utility. All 
major appliances. Fenced yard 
w/ front porch. Quiet, safe. 2 
min. from GSU. Call: 478- 
390-4355. 
470 Student 
 Housing 
Need a place ASAP? 2 bed/ 
1 bath apt. large livingroom, 
washer/dryer. Have it to your- 
self for $500/month or share . 
it for $250. Call Laura 770- 
827-7480. 
The Landings-House for rent 
in August. 4 BR/4 BATH, 
Nice & Clean. Call Steve 
678-982-0070, slstaiman® 
hotmail.com 
Fall 2007! 4 bed/4 bath house 
in The Landings. Very clean, 
locally owned. HSnet, cable, 
all appliances call Kyle 536- 
4047 or Robby 541-7022 
480 Sub Leases 
Campus Club Bdg.l3B Sub- 
lease-ASAP available when 
you areJvlay-July. Rent $414 
willing to pay $100/mnth call 
912-224-0886 for Tiffany 
Ford (inclusive) 
UNIVERSITY PINES SUB- 
LEASE Available in a 3b/3bt 
immediately. April rent is 
already paid. Available thru 
end of July. $415/month which 
is 10 less than usual. Call Paul 
at 770-833-6876. 
Sub-lease Apt. For Rent $515 
a month (Assignment). Cam- 
pus Club. Call 912 687-4028. 
Campus Club Sublease (from 
May 7th until July 31st) / One 
of 4 bedrooms with private 
bathroom, fully furnished / 
Utility and Water included 
/ Free cable and high-speed 
internet / Dryer and Washer in 
apartment / Three roommates 
are very kind and helpful. Fun 
to live with / No deposit or fee 
for damaged property until my 
lease expires / Rent $300 for 
May and $400 for each of June 
and July / If interested. Call 
Taro @ (912)536-5670 
You and a Friend need a place 
for the summer? 2 bedroom/2 
bath is available from May 
until the end of July $350 All 
Exclusive at The Woodlands 
of Statesboro. Please Call 
912-678-1038 for more in- 
formation. 
Two bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath 
in Player's Club, wa'sher/ 
dryer, pool, and volley ball 
court!! (all inclusive) $400 
per person. Each room has 
two closets and a bathroom. 
Free internet and HBO!! If 
interested call Summer at 
(678-687-4167) 
FEMALE ROOMATE 
NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 2 
BR/2BAH 
May 7-July 20. May rent is 
pro-rated. Pets are allowed. 
Private Bathroom. Quiet/ Up- 
scale Neighborhood. Walking 
distance from campus, but still 
allowed to buy decals. Call for 
Details (404-247-6205) Will 
go fast.... 
Townhouse in Player's Club, 
looking for 1 female room- 
mate to sublease this summer. 
1 will help pay your rent. 
No other roommates will 
be there. 
Sublease available fall and 
spring $380 month. Fur- 
nished 2000 sq ft Copper 
Beech Townhouse with pri- 
vate BR3ath located behind 
Sonnys. 
Call Nicole for details. 706- 
817-9669 
Summer sublease/fall take 
over in Garden District. 3bd/3 
bath flat. Furnished, HBO. 
Rent $365/mo. Please call 
Renea at (678)3577694. Girls 
only please. 
Summer SubU^se Needed! 
University Pifi&;!bldg. 2. 4' 
BR/4 Bath. Rent $395, May's 
rent FREE! Contact Amanda 
at 706.338.5186 
Will reduce rent from $400/ 
mo to $300/mo for summer 
sublease. 1 bd in 2bd 2.5 bth 
tnhs. inculdes, power H20 
cable & internet, danielle 
404-434-2734 
Sublease a wonderful pri- 
vate bedroom in 2 BR/1.5BA 
Townhouse for June and July. 
5 minutes walking to Hen- 
derson Library. Only $220 
per month. Female only. If 
interested, please contact Judy 
at hope9650@yahoo.com or 
(912)481-2526 
SUBLEASER NEEDED next 
year! 2000 sq ft 3Stories, 3BR, 
3.5Bath, FURNISHED Luxu- 
ry Copper Beech Townhouse, 
ONLY $380/month+ utl. Call 
Meg 706-817-0204 
2 rms P. Row for June/ July. 
Great house by pond! Bring 
your friend! $337+utl. Please 
contact Maria @ 912-531- 
1761. 
GREAT SUMMER DEAL!!! 
MAY AND JULY RENT 
FREE!!! Only pay $385 
for 3 WHOLE MONTHS! 
ALL INCLUSIVE, 3 great 
roommates...STATESBORO 
PLACE! 770-289-7578 
CHRIS 
SUBLEASER NEEDED 
THIS SUMMER! 2 bed, 2 
1/2 bath townhouse ©Play- 
ers Club. $400 
all inclusive but willing to 
negotiate. May-July. Call 
229-378-5650 
Looking for a Female Room- 
mate to sublease for the sum- 
mer! Already 3 great room- 
mates. In Planters Row. $340. 
Call Brooke at 1912-276- 
0821! 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER! 
my apartment in Eagles Land- 
ing. Close to campus, spa- 
cious and comfortable, pets 
welcome, HBO-cable, high- 
speed internet and ALL major 
appliances for $320/month. 
1 or 2 rooms available. ALL 
INCLUSIVE. CALL 404- 
403-9249. 
Sublease/TakeOver Private 
Studio/Garden District! All 
Included! Fully furnished/ 
internet/HBO. Avail/May5. 
Rent$425/Lisa 478-960-0606/ 
lgregor208@aol.com 
Services 
600-699 
610 Education & 
Tutoring 
NeedcGerman tutoring cheap? 
I'll tutor you! email meg. 
yeary.gsu@grnail .com 
650 Services/ 
Miscellaneous 
Computer repair at extremely 
reasonable flat rate charges. 
For any problem with a com- 
puter call Jonathan at 229- 
444-0340 
Miscellaneous 
900-999 
910 Pets & Pet 
Supplies 
9 mo. old black or black & 
white lab mutts. 1 female (vry 
sweet) & 2 male left. FREE 
TO GOOD HOME. 912-739- 
0719 or 912-657-4903. 
Cheats Corner 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKUCOM 
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Find a New Friend 
Paffodil! 
Daffodil is a 7 year old female 
Domestic Medium Hair-white cat. 
Indoor only. Very sweet kitty that 
needs a calm, loving home who 
will make her forget about her 
past mistreatment. She is sensitive 
to yelling, and she could have 
permanent stains on her pretty 
white fur from being kept in a very 
unclean place.  
Humane Society of Statesboro & 
Bulloch Co. Animal Rescue Division 
Statesboro, GA - 912-681-9393 
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com 
www.petfinder.com 
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PAULSON STADIUM IS AND 
WHITE GAME 
Hatcher 
Clark's first season as start- 
ing QB had plenty of ups 
hand downs. Clark started 
I all games in 2006, passing 
) for 1808 yards with 8TDs 
(and four interceptions. Will 
he be able to keep his job 
j with fresh talent vying for 
[ the position? 
Coach Chris Hatcher 
Hatcher brought a new attitude, 
new offense, and a 76-12 record 
to GSU when he was hired in 
January. However, the only 
question the Eagle Nation has 
is, will all of his changes lead to 
wins on the football field? 
Mike Hamilton 
j As former Big 12 freshman of the 
| year, Oklahoma State's Hamilton is 
j the favorite at running back. Will 
I he be able to beat out incumbent 
Lamar Lewis and bolster a running 
\ attack that ranked 21st in the nation 
last year? 
Jayson Foster 
With the change to wide 
reciever in 2006, Foster 
caught 33 passes for 
368 yards, to go with his 
1287 all purpose yards 
and 9 TDs. Will he thrive 
under the Hatcher's new 
system? 
The right to be a 
Hatcher Eagle 
The coaching staff cov- 
ers up all the logos at 
practice and forces the 
players to wear their 
jerseys inside out, 
hiding their num- 
bers and names. 
This is seen to be 
a method of motivation, 
making the players work hard 
to earn the right to be called an 
"Eagle."   . 
QB battle 
favors Clark 
By Nick Burgess 
Staff Writer 
In the last week of spring prac- 
tice, with the Blue and White game 
being Saturday, the competition for 
quarterback has become a two-man 
race. Last year's starting quarterback 
Travis Clark and redshirt freshman 
Kyle Collins seem to be the favorites 
in the coaches' eyes for the starting 
job. 
"Travis and Kyle will split the 
snaps Saturday" said offensive coor- 
dinator Ranee Gillespie, "They have 
made a lot of progress so far this 
spring and I'm optimistic heading 
into Saturday." 
Clark and Collins took most of 
the snaps in practice Wednesday. 
"We're working together help- 
ing each other out, we're competing 
but also helping and coaching each 
other," said Collins. 
Clark is a relative veteran, com- 
pared with his competition has had 
to shoulder the responsibility of 
mentoring the freshman Collins. 
"Everything is going alright, the 
offense is coming around the receiv- 
ers are catching along and the whole 
O-line is doing exceptionally well," 
said Clark. 
Also getting a lot of playing time 
at practice was a player most Eagle 
fans should be familiar with, senior 
Jayson Foster. 
"We do certain packages and stuff 
also we were short one quarterback 
today, so coach asked me to fill in" 
said Foster. 
Redshirt freshman Jeremiah 
Enloe's suspension earlier this week 
for the rest of spring practice due 
to academic reasons, caused the 
quarterback shortage. 
This coupled with sophomore 
Chris Griffin's move to defensive back 
last week, which forced the coaching 
staff to give Foster a closer look. 
When asked whether or not he 
would get any snaps Saturday Foster 
said, "I have no idea, probably not, 
it was more us being short sort of 
thing." 
Despite the shortage of quarter- 
backs in the spring, coaches expect 
there to be more competition in 
the fall when highly touted recruit 
Lee Chappele and Northern Illinois 
transfer Billy Lowe arrive on campus. 
Lowe, who announced his transfer to 
Georgia Southern earlier this week, 
is a product of the nationally ranked 
Lakeland High School in Lakeland, 
Florida. 
Coincidentally, Lowe succeeded 
fellow Eagle Chris Griffin as starting 
quarterback at Lakeland. Lowe flour- 
ished as starting QB, leading his team 
to a 15-0 record and a state title. 
Lowe was named First-Team all 
Florida as well as team MVP, high 
honors coming from a team that was 
ranked as the top high school football 
team in the nation by USA Today. 
Though when asked about Billy 
Lowe the coaches were unable to 
comment. 
Lee Chappele, also a highly 
touted recruit, signed with GSU 
on signing day, is still currently 
enrolled at Greater Atlanta Christian 
(GAC). 
Considered by some the top 
quarterback prospect in Georgia, 
Chappele set several passing records 
at GAC throwing for 1,904 yards and 
17 touchdowns, with 4 interceptions 
his senior year. 
All four quarterbacks are ex- 
tremely talented and are expected 
to make the race in the fall very 
interesting. 
But for now, considering his ex- 
perience as starting quarterback and 
his head start with the new offense, 
Travis Clark remains on top of the 
depth chart. 
Notable players missing Blue and White Game 
i Mike Hamilton, RB (academic) 
' Matt Covington, DB (injury) 
' Lynon Jefferson, WR (injury) 
Jeremiah Enloe, QB (academic) 
Damon Suggs, DL (injury) 
Harland Bower, LB (injury) 
Hatcher optimistic heading into Blue White scrimmage 
By Claire Gallam 
Staff writer 
Never mind the fact that new Eagles Head 
Coach Hatcher has been on the job for only 
four months. 
Forget about that he's had to move his family 
and install an entirely new offense and defense 
into a football team he barely knows. 
And don't worry that the Eagles have had 
only 13 practices to prepare for Saturday's 
Blue White spring scrimmage game at Paulson 
Stadium, Hatcher isn't nervous. He feels con- 
fident about the team's progress tnroughout 
the spring. 
"We definitely accomplished most of our 
goals we set out to accomplish this spring. All 
of the players have shown tremendous effort 
and came in with great attitudes, and kept those 
attitudes throughout the training. They all came 
in willing to learn and improve what they needed 
to improve. I'm very impressed with how the 
spring practices went," said Hatcher. 
Despite all of the improvements and how 
well the team has practiced, the Eagles have 
focused on significantly on the basics. 
"We're still working hard, but it has kind of 
become monotonous to the guys because we 
haven't installed any new things, we've been 
working on the fundamentals we implemented 
on day one." 
First year head coach Hatcher didn't see the 
intensity he had in recent practices, as the team 
had the last four days off from drills, but thought 
the team responded near the end. 
"We still have a long ways to go before next 
season, and there are still things we have left to 
cover, both offensively and defensively, before 
we're ready for the fall," Hatcher said. 
The Blue-White festivities will begin at noon 
as all fans are invited to tour the Bishop Field 
House from noon until kickoff. 
"Even though its finals, the Blue and White 
game will kick off the offseason. We're already 
in pretty good shape for camp, and I know 
camp will only keep and put these boys into 
better shape for the season. I know they will 
be-mentally preparing just as much as they are 
going to be physically," said Hatcher. 
The Blue and White game is not the only 
thing buzzing around the football field lately. 
A new quarterback has come down from 
Northern Illinois to play for the Eagles. Hatcher, 
though, seems to have no favorites and still has 
yet to comment on the set positions yet. 
"Every position, in both the offense and 
defense I have seen, has improved this spring 
and each player has individually overcome 
obstacles and have all pulled together for the 
team. They have shown a drastic improvement 
in just the short while we have been practicing, 
so I have nothing but confidence for how the 
season will play out," Hatcher said. 
"The Blue and White game is more of a 
scrimmage game for us, it's definitely a game 
for the fans. I just want the boys to go out and 
have fun, as well as implement what I've taught 
them and what they've been working on this 
spring." 
Tao Ventre/STAFF 
The Eagles take a rep at practice Wednesday. The eagles have one practice left 
before the Blue and White Game on Saturday. 
GSU SPORTS CALENDAR * box denotes home game or match 
Baseball Men's Tennis Women's Tennis Softball Track and Field Golf 
Fri 4/20      App State 3 p.m.      Thur4/19  SoConToum 12:30 p.m.     Frr 4/20      SoConToum        2 p.m.     Thur4/19  Florida A&M 3 p.m.     Sat 4/21     SoCon Outdoor Champ.     Sun 4/22    SoCon Champ.    8 a.m. 
Sat4/21 AppState 1p.m. Fri 4/20 SoConToum TBA      Sat4/21      SoConToum 
Sun 4/22 AppState 1p.m. Sat 4/21 SoConToum TBA     Sun 4/22    SoConToum 
Tue4/24 Georgia State 6 p.m. Sun 4/22 SoConToum TBA 
Wed 4/25 Georgia State 4 p.m. 
TBA      Thur4/19  Florida A&M        6 p.m.     Sun 4/22   SoCon Outdoor Champ     Mon4/23  SoCon Champ.    8 a.m. 
TBA     Sat 4/21     UNCG 1p.m.     Sat 5/05     Purple & Orange Classic     Tues4/24  SoCon Champ.    8 a.m. 
4 p.m.     Fri 5/11      Ga Tech Last Chance       •   Sun 5/13    Linger L Inv        8 a.m. ,      Sat 4/21     UNCG 
Sun 4/22    UNCG 1p.m.     Sat 5/12     Ga Tech Last Chance Mon5/14  Linger L Inv 8 a.m. 
f 
Night of Wild Sax 
When: April 22 at 7:30 p.m. 
Where: The Averitt Center for 
the Arts 
What: An evening of music for 
saxophone ensembles. 
RANDOM 
QUOTES 
"Undercover Blues is one of the 
greatest movies ever made" 
"I will NEVER backdown from pok- 
ing you!!! Feel my wraith!!! LOL" 
"You're evil. I'm still on edge from 
that inexcusable water bottle 
assault..." 
"You better notbackoutonmeor 
i will open up a can of whoopass 
on you. i'm not lying." 
"Damn... I look like an old man 
with my mouth all disfigured 
like that." 
"Weonly smile when wecan't pos- 
sibly hate each other any more" 
"This photo reminds me of like 
that dramatic "OK that's it! I've 
had it with these mother &*A%ing 
snakes on this mother &*A%ing 
plane. Let's kick some ass" walk 
in like every action movie ever 
made." 
Quotes taken from Facebook 
SWEET& 
SOUR 
Sweet: George-Anne crew 
rocks it out! We plan on win- 
ning the battleoftheboro even 
though we're not entering! 
Sour: The loss of life that oc- 
curred at VaTech this weekend 
was inexcusable. Our hearts go 
out to the slain students. 
Submit your Sweet&Soiir to 
hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu 
THIS WEEK IN 
HISTORY 
File Photo 
This ad was published in the April 
13,1993 edition of the George- 
Anne. It is an advertisement 
for the Second Hand Dance 
Company. 
ROCKIN'THE 
BORO 
Friday April 20 
Dingus Magee's 
Escape Vehicle 
Retrievers 
Pink Floydian Slip 
Wiseguy's 
Jason Lefty Williams 
Saturday April 21 
Dingus Magee's 
Chroma 
Tuesday April 24 
Wiseguy's 
Dubconscious 
Playing a gig we don't know 
about? Update our calendar at 
www.gadaily.com! 
Dayfall 
Originally from 
Swainsboro and 
Hazelhurst Dayfall 
has been gaining 
notoriety on the air 
waves. 
Battle for the 
'Boro Saturday 
Slimm Duddy proves 
that there's room for 
hip-hop and rap in the 
Battle for the'Boro. 
This band from At- 
lanta has a funky rock 
sound. 
Also playing: 
-S.O.N.Productfons(Lejit, Rogue, 
Exzile, and Stealth) 
-Inner Sin 
-Witness 
-Clean Record 
-The Professionals 
-Spontaneous Release 
-Handle 
-Profiles in Courage 
-Achilles'Downfall 
and many more 
Jamie Tuten/Photo Illustration 
By Jessica Emery 
Staff writer 
This Saturday, April 21 Statesboro 
will be hosting one of the longest 
concerts in its history. Twelve hours 
to be entertained by over eleven bands, 
with local favorites Dayfall and No 
JabOinga headlining. 
The battle begins at 12 p.m. this 
Saturday and it will last until midnight. 
The music will be non-stop, with the 
bands playing atboth Dos Primos and 
Oasis. The event is being sponsored 
by 11th Hour and 91.1 The Buzz. 
GSU student Charlie McCoy, also 
known as "Chuck" is the Launchpad 
Director at 91.1 The Buzz. His goal 
is to promote a creative music scene 
in Statesboro through events such as 
this. "This town's music scene can be 
so much more than the sub-par cover 
band scene that dominates the night 
life currently," McCoy said. 
The battle will be judged based 
on stage performance, crowd par- 
ticipation, lyrical content, musical 
ingenuity, and various other factors. 
The bands will have thirty minute sets 
and the winner of the battle will receive 
eight hours for studio time at Digital 
Realm Recording, with second place 
receiving four hours. 
Unlike many concerts in bars 
around Statesboro, these bands will 
only be allowed to play one cover 
song. This allows the bands to fully 
show off their talent. 
With enthusiasm from the bands as 
well as the events planning committee, 
this will surely be a success. What adds 
to this enthusiasm is that the event will 
only cost three dollars to attend. This 
event is not genre-specific either; each 
band has their own unique sound. 
Local band Greasy G, which is 
made of five members, Brian White, 
Luke Cole, Steven Bell, Ohki Komoto 
and Chris Plumer describe their music 
as "drunkrock," although emphasizing 
that their music is not easily labeled. 
Singer White said that Greasy G would 
have played in the event regardless of 
the prizes. "Fans of Greasy G will tell 
you that we rarely charge a cover for 
shows, it's all about getting people out 
and making sure they have a great 
time," White said. White also suggests 
coming with an open mind, being 
ready to party and adds that Greasy 
G is "No, top 40 band!" 
Fellow competitor Cam Caldwell s 
music is more on the acoustic side. 
Although a competition, Caldwell said 
"It really feels more like a showcase 
for the variety of original music that 
is being made by artists in Statesboro 
than a competition." Caldwell has been 
playing for ten years and is used to 
playing at local Statesboro bars. 
For more information about the 
bandsplaying and the event itself, join 
their facebook event, "The Battle of the 
Boro." Each of the bands' names and 
MySpace links are listed on the event. 
There will also be information on 
91.1 The Buzz as well as flyers around 
campus promoting the event. 
Student-produced 'I Hate Hamlet' premieres today 
By Peter Berta 
Staff writer 
Plays happen on campus all year 
long, typically over seen by the theater 
department, but the Averitt Center is 
offering a change. Looking to offer 
a change from the normal campus 
production, the Averitt Center is 
producing "I Hate Hamlet", by Paul 
Rudnick. 
What change is that? The produc- 
tion is completely student run, letting 
theater majors control every aspect of 
the show. "Its a learning experience," 
said Senior Matt Lyles, the actor play- 
ing the lead role. 
A Georgia Southern Graduate, 
Robert Fallar, founded the project. 
Last year he contacted the Averitt 
Center and started the project, in 
an effort to work with students to 
produce great plays. In addition to 
Fallar, Eric Linebarger, the director 
of this years play, and Senior Sean 
White helped found the project. 
Linebarger, who was the producer 
last year, steps up to take the reigns 
and lead the project. 
Being only in it's second year the 
Project and its members already hope 
to establish a tradition at GSU. "I want 
to be able to come back here five years 
later, and see the project still going 
on," said Linebarger. According to 
Linebarger, a lot of work has been put 
into getting the production together 
and working; everything in it was left 
in the hands of the students. 
"It's been a lot of work finding 
props, making all of the decisions as 
a group," said senior JD Lane, props 
manager for the play. 
The play itself about Andrew Rally, 
a man down on his luck; his television 
series cancelled, his girlfriend refuses 
to take their relationship any further 
and he has to play the role of Hamlet 
in central park. A role he hates. 
To further Andrew's plight, 
the ghost of John Barrymore, a 
famous Shakespearian actor, haunts 
Andrew's new apartment. The play 
promises to please with its quick wit, 
and enthusiastic performance. 
The play is open for anyone to see. 
Any student with an ID, not just GSU, 
is able to purchase the reduced price 
tickets, at five dollars. Non-student 
theatre patrons are able to purchase 
aticket forten dollars. Theplayhouse 
is the Averitt Center for Arts, next to 
the Court House, located in down 
town Statesboro. 
The playtimes are at 7:30 p.m. 
until around 9:30 p.m. The plays 
will run three times this week from 
Thursday, April 19 until Saturday, 
April 21. 
Jared Siri/STAFF 
Kenneth Wigley battles against Matt Lyles, playing Hamlet, in a dress 
rehersal for the upcoming show. 
THE BOTTOM 
LINE 
By Justin Burris 
Relax and get some rest 
The shootings this week at VT ripped across the 
college world like a firestorm. Students from all col- 
leges across the country felt an effect, which can't 
really be described. 
As is inevitable, debates on campus security and 
gun control are surely in the works. 
In the mist of all of this, it's important that we 
remember that sometimes relaxing and doipg some- 
thing fun can help people deal with any pain they 
might feel. Take a trip off the beaten path or go out 
with best friends you haven't spoken with in a while. 
In the end just remember to stop in your busy 
college life and take a break from all of the hard work 
and stress. 
Sometimes even 
a small day break 
can make a world 
of difference. 
o 
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'Redline' (PG-13) 
Justin Burris 
Hiatus editor 
WA 
Uhm there was acting in this film? I couldn't tell 
with all the fancy cars and completely unbelievable 
characters. 
.CINEMATOGRAPHY 
Style? They don't need no stinkin'style. I mean sure 
they made the cars shine, but as far as ground break- 
ing cinematic effects go, the movie is a bit of a dud. 
There was nothing too special about it. 
■ 
I'm still not entirely certain what the movie was 
supposed to be about. I think there was a race and 
then a random counterfeiting scheme, butsincethe 
transitions were so awful I'm not sure. 
FINALWR 
Ican'treallysaythatthismovieisforanyonewanting 
to get there money's worth or to anyone wanting to 
see something with a smidgen of intellect. But if you 
want dumb this movie has that in spades. 
Special Photo 
Redline is a fast paced movie filled with slick cars, women, and high octane 
race scenes. The main story follows the daughter of a race car driver who 
has sworn that she will never race, an ex-marine, and an exclusive group of 
high stakes gamblers who all collide at a race outside Las Vegas. 
Theacting in this movie wasamazing. The Ferraris, Bentlies, 
Mercedes, Porches and others executed the movie without 
a hitch. Wait, I'm supposed to review the cast? Horrific. 
CINEMATOGRAPHY 
The cinematography was great. It kept the emphasis on 
either the cars or Nadia Bjorlin, so I can't possibly complain. 
Although, there were a few times when I wanted to see 
more. (Of the cars that is, perv...) 
PLOT 
What do you mean, plot? This movie was full of expensive 
cars, beautiful women, and fighting. Don't put plots where 
plots aren't needed. Ever seen a porno with an amazing "I 
wanna watch it again to see what I missed" plot? Exactly. 
, VERDI 
This movie was great. The plot was nonexistent and the 
actors had no idea what they were doing, yet I still can't 
help but want to see it again. The cars were nothing short 
of amazing and the race scenes were wickedly intense. 
McClatchy Newspapers 
CBS' PIRATE MASTER/SETS SAIL 
IN MAY 
Arrrgh! 
CBS has set a May 31 premieredate 
forTirate Master," a summer reality 
series from "Survivor" mastermind 
Mark Burnett. The show will air 
through the summer on Thursday 
nights at 8 p.m. ET. 
REPORTS: SURVIVOR' HEADS TO 
CHINA 
"Survivor" will take a break from 
anonymous island settings when 
it moves to China next fall. 
Confirming a story first reported 
in several online venues, Variety is 
saying that "Survivor 15" will take 
place somewhere mysterious in 
mainland China. 
Bright Eyes ends up dim 
By Edgar Fernandez 
Staff Writer 
Conor Oberst, lead singer of 
Bright Eyes, is known for his 
emotional, gloomy style, and his 
recognizably whiny voice. Yet, 
among the angst, Conor is able to 
bring deep songs with curious and 
witty lyrics. His best performance 
so far was 2005's "I'm Wide Awake, 
Is Morning," which was noted for 
its acoustic sounds, simplicity and 
earnest appeal. 
Bright Eyes has used a variety 
of instruments and sounds before, 
and Cassadaga is no exception. The 
instruments in the album vary from 
the staple acoustic guitars to violins, 
from bass guitars to accordions. The 
albums influence is drawn from 
pop, soul, and folk. However, all the 
different influences in the album 
do not seem as pervasive at first, 
mainly because most of the songs 
are too similar. 
The album begins with "Clai- 
Special Photo 
Members of Bright Eyes play a set, showing off their musical skills 
raudients (Kill or Be Killed)," which 
is probably my least favorite song in 
the album. The first half of the song 
is a woman speaking nonsense, with 
annoying background music, after 3 
minutes the song really begins. This 
is probably the bands way to scare 
away any uninitiated listeners, leav- 
ing only their fans. 
"Four Winds," is one of the better 
songs, with its appealing acoustic 
sound. "Cleanse Song" is one of 
my favorites, it has a bubbly, catchy 
sound to it.   . 
Most of the songs don't stand 
out when compared to one another. 
If you don't pay close attention to 
the songs, they just dully drift from 
one to the other, but if you take the. 
time to truly listen to each and every 
one of them you can see their true 
potential. 
'Cassadaga' 
Bright1 Eyes 
Label: Saddle Creek 
Released: Apr. 10,2007 
Grade-3of5 ****** 
Sign A Lease And inter To WIN IN THE SUPER TEN GIVEAWAY!! 
U)BRAD PAISLEY 
CONCERT TICKETS 
MOUNTAIN BIKE 
PLAY STATION 3 
WAL-MART GIFT CARD ($250) 
NINTENDO WII 
42" PLASMA TV 
•DIGITAL CAMERA 
• BOSE CLNEMATE DIGITAL 
HOME THEATER SPEAKER 
SYSTEM ($540) 
• MICROSOFT ZUNE MP3 VIDEO 
PLAYER 
• $500 CASH MONEY!!! 
LEASING NOW FOR THE 2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR. 
THE WOODLANDS OF STATESBORO is affordable and luxurious with all the amenities and 
benefits you need to fit your lifestyle. With the option to walk or drive to campus and our all-inclusive 
rent, The Woodlands caters to residents, so they enjoy the convenience and ease their life requires. 
Now AVAILABLE! 
COLLEGE IS SHORT? 
MAKE THE MOST OF IT! 
• WALKING DISTANCE TO CAMPUS 
• ALL-INCLUSIVE RENT $465 (INC. 
POWER, CABLE, WATER, INTERNET, 
ALARM, WASHER & DRYER) 
• SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM/2 BATH 
FLOOR PLAN 
• HUGE WALK-IN CLOSETS 
• CROWN MOLDING & VAULTED 
CEILINGS (UPSTAIRS) 
• ALL AMENITIES OPEN 24 HOURS 
• RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL 
• BILLIARDS LOUNGE 
• COMPUTER CENTER WITH COPYING 
AND PRINTING. 
• SAND VOLLEYBALL & BASKETBALL 
COURTS 
• OPTION TO DRIVE TO CAMPUS 
• ONSITE COURTESY OFFICERS 
"ltfS Better In The Woods..," •   For More Information, Contact the Leasing Center: 
912-681-6441 • www.WoodlandsofStatesboro.com • lOO Woodland Drive • Statesboro, G^, &' 
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This Week: They control what you buy 
By Justin Burris 
Hiatus Editor 
Digital Rights Management, or DRM, is a hot 
topic in the tech world today, but it's something that 
everysone should know about, especially college 
students. 
DRM is what music, movie and other media 
companies are placing on their content, so they 
can control how you use and play it. For ex- 
ample, some new DRM movies will only play 
in certain brands of DVD players. Also, 
music companies want to restrict your 
ability to rip music and burn CDs. The 
most famous recent example of this is the 
Sony-rootkit. 
Last year, all over the news, people were kicking 
and screaming about the rootkit debacle. Haven't 
heard of it or not sure what it was? It's pretty simple 
once broken down. 
Sony set it up so once you put one of their music 
CDs into your computer, it would install software and 
moniter how you used your computer, all in the name 
of DRM. Not only is this illegal, but it also caused 
hundred of computers to break down. 
Another examle of this is Apple's itunes music 
downloading service. Once you download a song, 
and pay for it, you can only download it 5 more 
times. Apple has reacently contested this, but the- 
record companies still require this restriction, trying 
to protect their failing business model. 
DRM is also now rearing its ugly head in the new 
forms of digital movies, HD-D VD and BlueRay discs. 
These discs are designed where you can not copy 
them to your computer or make backups of them. In 
addition to this, in order to recieve the full benefit of 
your new HD disc, you have to have hardware that 
is "certified" by their companies. 
That means if you want to watch a HD-DVD on a 
player that the company who produces it hasn't paid 
the MPAA money, most likely it wont play. There are 
ways around this, but of course they are illegal, even 
though you are playing a disc you purchased on a 
player you own. 
These DRM woes extend to more than 
just media though, in new versions of the 
operating system from Microsoft, you're 
required to tell them whenever you install 
new hardware, as part of them making 
sure you aren't using hardware Microsoft 
doesn't like. 
You also can't install your copy of windows 
on as many times as you'd like. You purcahsed it, why 
do you have to buy it each and every time you want to 
install it on more computers? Plain and simple, these 
companies want more money than they've already 
pulled from your pocket. 
If things with DRM continue to spiral downwards 
as they have companies are going to begin locking 
out consumers from listing, and watching or using 
media on any device they want to, while having to use 
specialized devices for each of their media. 
In an extreame example, but possible one imagine 
having to listen to Sony BMG music on only Sony 
players, or being able to-watch movies from Para- 
mount on their sanctioned players. 
Consumers need to strike out now before these 
companies make their media so locked down it's 
not even possible to play it any more. Don't think 
it's possible? New Sony DVDs only work on certain 
DVD players. It's happening now, whether we, the 
consumers, like it or not. 
Too Venture/Photo Illustrator) 
Eagles After Dark Laser Tag at the RAC 
By Constance Jackson 
Staff Writer 
Tag takes on a new meaning 
Friday as Eagles After Dark, brings 
lazer tag to the RAC. On April 20 at 8 
p.m. at the RACr Pavilion area, Eagle 
Entertainment presents "Eagles 
After Dark: Laser Tag." 
"Enjoy free activities in a non- 
alcohol setting. Don't spend your 
night at the bars or a party when 
you can come have fun with us," said 
EagleEntertainmentOnline.com. 
"This event was so successful 
last semester, and we received such 
a huge response from the students, 
we couldn't pass up the opportunity 
to host it again," said Angela Byrd, 
Traditions and Spirit Team Leader 
.for Eagle Entertainment. 
So this year Eagles After Dark 
is sponsoring a Laser Tag night 
again as apart of the effort to make 
Southern students' night both safe 
and fun. 
"Eagles After Dark is an ex- 
perimental pilot program to keep 
students busy for the weekend," 
said LaMarquis King, Team Leaders 
for Public Relations and Marketing 
"It features hands-on activities like 
Video Game Night, and Gospel 
Explosion." 
Come and enjoy free food and an 
after-dark game of laser tag. 
Southerns top models face off in finale compotition 
GSU News Service 
Twelve weeks ago, 15 women 
began a journey that would change 
theirs and others lives. Doing 
everything from selling water and 
walking runways, like wild animals 
to battling each other as video game 
characters. These girls endured the 
most extreme tests to demonstrate 
their ability to become high-fashion 
models. 
Weekly photo shoots have also 
called for these models in the making to 
conjure up unknown confidence to do 
everything from portraying celebrities 
to modeling a pregnant belly. 
■ Now, after twelve weeks of hard 
works, broken hearts and smeared 
makeup, only three contestants 
remain. 
In these final weeks of the compe- 
tition, the girls have portrayed both 
models from "The Price Is Right" and 
even the human conscience. 
Through it all though, the last mod- 
els running, Christine Chianumba, 
Sarah Gowland, and Urian Booze 
have really outlasted the competition. 
The last hurdle for them to overcome 
is to prove to the judges that they 
deserve to be named Southern's Next 
Top Model. 
The finale party in which the 
top three will compete for $1000 in 
prizes will take place in the College 
of Education's theater at 7 p.m. on 
Monday, April 23. For more informa- 
tion, contact the_jokers_wild_gsu@ 
yahoo.com. 
Special Photo 
The three finalists Sarah, Chris- 
tine, and Urian in the running for 
Southern's Next Top Model 
Southern Palace 
The Best Chinese Cuisine in Statesboro 
www.southernpalace.com 
Fresh, Healthy, and Tasty      Special Student Carry out Menu 
100% Vegetable oil, No M.S.G. (912) 489-8813 
Dine-in, Carry out, Catering, Group party    (912) 764-5536 
602 Hninnt'ii Street, Suite 9, Statesboro, GA 30458. (Next to Dollar General, behind Jiffy Lube) 
.4 
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Tire, Alignment 
& Exhaust Center 
612 S. Zetterower Avenue 
489-4444 
www.expresstuneandlube.com 
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm 
Located a half block north of Wendy's. 
Upil%hange Special ! 
$1095! Includes up to 5 qts. of Castrol 
5W20,5W30, 
10W30,or20W50 
Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 5/31/07 
wm® 
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buck can go even further 
Tuesdays. That's right, 
we'll treat you to 
a double dose of your 
Feel Good favorites 
all day long. 
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1602 Statesboro Place Circle 
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